THE PARRIS GROUP
Dear Potential Client:

SPECIALIZING IN ASSET INVESTIGATIONS & RECOVERY

The Parris Group contacted you because we believe you are entitled to assets that we
have located. The invitation we have extended to you is legitimate, legal and honest. We are
confident that we can successfully recover the assets for you and ask that you give us this wonderful
opportunity.
Below are some of the most Frequently Asked Questions and Answers about our
services and the process of recovering assets. This document is not meant as a substitute for any
questions you may have. Please contact us at your convenience anytime you have a question or
concern at (757) 775-1093 (EST).

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q.

How much is the fee that The Parris Group charges for their services and how do I pay?

A.
The Parris Group charges a percentage of the total amount of the funds successfully recovered. Each case is different. Our
fee is based on the amount of work and the time required to successfully collect your property and in most cases, will range from 28%
up to 30% of the total amount collected. If the assets are above and beyond S300K, our fee caps at 33%. The fee is paid after the
funds are collected by our firm. Our clients do not pay any fees out-of-pocket and receive the surplus amount after our fee is deducted.
All expenses (fees & costs) required to successfully collect your property is paid out of The Parris Group’s fee only and remains
separate from your funds once your assets are collected.
Please remember: Ifyou do not get paid, we do not get paid. You will receive a copy of the check we receive from the entity along
with our check made payable to you and a statement showing that the only deduction is our fee agreed to in the Agreement for
Services that you endorsed prior to our moving forward with the recovery of your property.

Q.

Do I have to pay any money to The Parris Group up front to collect the assets?

A.
Never. The Parris Group does not require any money up front to recover your property. If anyone ever approaches you
and offers a service contingent on a fee being paid first and out of your pocket, you are advised NOT to do business with the
individual or company!

Q.

Is the correspondence and contact from The Parris Group a scam or fraud?

A.
Absolutely not. The Parris Group locates assets being held by thousands of holders/entities all over the United States. Our
process in investigating assets begins with a preliminary and extensive search which involves what property is being held, why it’s
being held and confirmation of who the legal owner(s) are. Before we ever investigate and locate the legal owner(s) of the asset, we
confirm all information with the holder and we do not proceed until we receive confirmation in writing, before locating the legal
owner(s) and of the asset.
Our research is based on written documented facts and confirmed by the holder of the property. Scams and fraud cannot be associated
with our firm as we do not ask for any up-front fees from the owners of the unclaimed funds. Obviously, if we do not ask for any fees
upfront to collect the assets found, and our facts are not truthful and based on concrete facts, we could not stay in business!

The Parris Group, located in Virginia Beach, Virginia, was established in early 2013 by Pamela A. Parris, a successful Paralegal
with over ten years of legal experience in the Hampton Roads area and as Business Administrator for twelve years managing a
successful landscape and stonemasonry business in Northern Virginia. Her twenty years’ of business experience brought her to
establish The Parris Group with her intent to provide a much needed and inexpensive service to individuals and businesses that
unites them with their unknown property. Everyone can use a little more cash, most especially during these tying economic times, but
you can’t access your property if you don’t know it’s out there! The Parris Group has a growing list of hundreds of satisfied clients
who can attest to the successful work the firm performs. Our prospective clients can speak directly with former clients at any time;
they just need to contact us and we will provide contact information to those we have successfully served. The Parris Group is
registered with the City of Virginia Beach and with the Virginia State Corporation Commission. Please refer to the last Question &
Answer at the end of this document for more information on The Parris Group.

Q.

What are the benefits of using The Parris Group’s services?

A.
The people we provide our services to, do not know about the assets being held that The Parris Group locates through our
network of thousands of businesses across the United States. Collecting that property is often tedious and frustrating, and most cases
require an attorney to step in. The recovery process can be a very time-consuming effort and if you have to hire counsel to assist, it

can be expensive. The Parris Group has built it’s firm with skilled, trained and educated professionals that successfully locate and
investigate, research and collect the assets. Our services include a network of successful attorneys, paralegals, genealogists, and other
professionals that work each case thoroughly to collect your property successfully.
We assist our clients in several ways while recovering assets that belong to you or your company:

Asset investigation is what we specialize in at The Parris Group. Our services allow you, the client to go on about your busy daily
lives as usual without any interruption. You will not have to research who the entity/entities are that are holding your assets, research
law pertaining to your situation, prepare the necessary legal documentation required to claim your asset, deal with the entities to
recover the property, hire legal counsel for representation (currently $250 per hour in upwards of $400 per hour), paralegals ($150 to
$250 per hour), attend court hearings (if necessary), and pay the required fees to collect your property. If hiring counsel, they will
require a large retainer fee, you will have to replenish as work is done, and if they find your assets, once they collect, they will require
at least 30% of the assets collected along with the fees you have already paid them!
1.
The Parris Group begins work on your claim immediately after receiving your permission for us to work for you through
your signed and notarized Agreement for Sendees and Limited Power ofAttorney.
i

Due to the dormant state of the economy in the U.S., holders of assets have become increasingly reluctant to release the funds
to the rightful owners because of budgetary conflicts. Our attorneys are well experienced and continuously educated to follow all legal
means to resolve any difficult claims should the holders refuse or “take their time” in releasing funds.

3.
The Parris Group conducts extensive research enabling us to locate hard to find and “hidden” assets for our clients, and in
most cases, we are able to locate larger amounts of assets which result in larger recoveries for our clients.

4.
The Parris Group’s wealth of experience allows us to dodge many of the obstacles and roadblocks that can cause an
inexperienced person to simply give up on getting their property. Our services are fast, efficient and we guarantee problems and long
delays will not occur within our claims processing. We promise to provide our clients with a smooth and successful experience.
5.
The Parris Group’s goal is to bring our clients real results with minimal effort on their part. When you allow us this
opportunity, you simply need to give us the time and trust to forward your property to you. We will be able to give you a timeframe
during our intial contact with you, and when you can expect receipt of your unclaimed property.

6.
The Parris Group has a network of attorneys across the United States that are educated, skilled, knowledgable and highly
competent in the recovery of asset collections. Each attorney in our network must be in good standing with the state bar association of
the attorney’s licensed state. We also work with national and international genealogists to help us to locate the legal heirs to any
property whether they live in the US or abroad, and we also work with translators of several languages here at home and overseas.
7.
The Parris Group believes in communication. We contact our client’s with new information as we receive it so they are
updated on the progress of their case. This information assures our clients that we are working on successfully fulfilling our promise
and should any questions come up along the way, they know they can simply pick up the telephone and call us or send us an email.
8. Our fee is very affordable and extremely competitive compared to the other alternatives of having to retain legal counsel or
attempting to collect the asset(s) on your own. If we cannot collect your assets as promised and outlined in our Agreement for
Services, we do not get paid.

Q.

How is it possible that unclaimed funds exist without our knowledge?

A.
There are many reasons that unclaimed property exists without anyone ever knowing. Some of the cases we have processed
arc due to:
An inheritance after going through probate;
Overpayment of insurance premiums;
Insurance payment as beneficiary;
Savings bonds from a safety deposit box; and
Many other various situations.

The entities that hold assets are not required to spend any extra time or make any effort to contact the person(s) entitled to the
property. They may have attempted to contact who they think is the legal owner, but if that attempt is not successful, they simply view
their efforts as “unclaimed”.
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The Parris Group thoroughly investigates every legal owner of an asset. Prior to our contact, we have already invested several hours
in research to confirm the knowledge we bring to the owner(s) while providing the ways and means to collect your property without
incident or complication that we can avoid.

Q.

Why were we not notified by the party who originally held the funds?

A.

As discussed in the above Answer, there are many reasons why the party who originally or continues to hold the asset and
why they may not have notified you. Some common reasons are:

The holder’s records may be inaccurate, incomplete and/or disorganized
The holder is not required by the business/corporation to make an effort to locate and notify the proper owner(s)
The holder may have no incentive to locate and return the assets to the proper party(s)
The holder may have gone out of business
The holder may have been acquired by a new owner
The property owner(s) may be too difficult to find and the holder does not have the tools to run a proper investigation
The holder of the funds may not have sufficient information to determine that you are a rightful heir or beneficiary
The holder is not required by law to make an effort to contact an owner of an asset and though they must keep the asset
period of time, when that time lapses, the entity is allowed to keep the asset or forward it to the state government, depending
on each state’s statute

Q.

How long does the recovery process take once we give permission to The Parris Group to collect the
unclaimed funds?

A.
Each case is different, however most of the cases we have processed requires approximately 60 to 90 days to complete. With
matters that involve an inheritance, it can take up to one (1) year to complete the recovery process and is based on the number of heirs
we must find, contact and provide evidence of their kinship.

Q.

What is required of us to get the recovery process started with The Parris Group?

A.
Depending on the type of case and how many claimants are to receive the assets, the required documentation needed to
process each legal individual’s claim is:
FOR INDIVIDUAL(S):

I

—

1

1. A signed and notarized Agreementfor Services and a Limited Power ofAttorney for each claimant allowing The Parris Group to
collect the unclaimed funds on each claimant’s behalf;

One copy of each claimant’s identification (either a State Driver’s License, passport or other state or federally issued photo ID);

3. Proof of each claimant’s address;
4. Proof of entitlement to the assets (usually for an inheritance - death certificate of original owner, copy of will, etc.).

FOR BUSINESSES/CORPORATIONS:
1. A signed and notarized Agreement for Services and a Limited Power ofAttorney for each legal owner allowing The Parris Group
to collect the assets on behalf of each claimant;

r
i

Proof of Employer Identification Number (also known as EIN or FEIN);

3. Proof of Address of Business/Corporation and current owner(s);
4. Proof of entitlement to the assets found (usually for an inheritance - death certificate of original business owner, copy of will, etc.);

5. Proof of authority to act on behalf of the Business/Corporation; and one (1) copy of each claimant’s identification (either a State
Driver’s License, passport or other state or federally issued photo ID).
The Parris Group’s first contact with the legal owner(s) of the property informs the individual(s) of our preliminary findings and the
approximate amount of the unclaimed funds. During this initial contact, a brief overview of our services will also be explained to the
individual(s). Once this information is provided, each individual will decide if they want The Parris Group to move forward in the
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collection of the assets. We try to make our first contact by telephone, but because we are so extremely busy in our mission, (we
process hundreds of cases each month!) you may instead receive a letter from us informing you of the asset we have located,
information about The Parris Group and then you will have to contact us if you would like to proceed in the collection of your
property. We attempt to make contact for all cases that we find no less than three (3) times. Because we have so many people that
retain our services, that we simply do not have the time to dedicate to continue attempting to make contact with those people who do
not respond to our repeated efforts.
Upon the individual(s) verbal agreement with The Parris Group to move forward, we will put together a retainer package and deliver
it to the potential client(s) by Priority Mail. If any potential client wishes to meet the owner, Pamela Parris, we can accommodate that
choice and schedule an appointment that is accommodating for the individual.

The retainer package will include an updated estimate of the total amount of the assets found and all necessary documents that need
notarized signatures by all legal owners of the property. These documents authorize The Parris Group to collect the assets and
deliver them to the owner(s). For everyone’s convenience, included in the package is a self-addressed and pre-paid Priority Mail
Envelope to return all signed documents to The Parris Group. We ask that all clients make copies of all documents for their records!

In some rare instances, other documents may be required in support of the list given, such as third-party documentation. The Parris
Group will contact the client(s), should these documents be needed to move forward with the recovery of their asset.

Q.

What happens if our claim is denied?

A.
The denial of a claim is rare. However, if this does happen, most claims can be corrected. In some instances, it could be a
typographical error in the paperwork, or an incorrect social security number or EIN number. (Please also see the Question and
Answer below).

The Parris Group completes thorough research prior to contacting the proper owners of the assets. The property is confirmed by the
holder and once hired by the client(s), more extensive research is completed. We have a network of dedicated, knowledgeable and
experienced attorneys that review all cases before submittal to the entity holding the funds. Please keep in mind that if you do not
receive your assets, we do not get paid.

Q.

What if only a portion of our claim is paid?

A.
This can and does happen if an asset is jointly owned or unknown heirs have not been found. Extensive research must be
completed for every asset located along with an investigation of all legal and correct owners. The Parris Group researches
thoroughly every asset we find and we provide due diligence in attempting to contact all parties that are the rightful owners. This
information is shared during our initial contact with the legal owner(s). If all owners cannot be found or do not contact us after a short
period of time, the entity will release based on each individual interest in the asset and only the party(s) who have given permission to
The Parris Group to collect their share on that owner’s behalf, will receive their legal share. The unclaimed share(s) will remain with
the entity.

Q.

Can 1 find the unclaimed assets on the Federal & State Treasury websites?

A.
Yes, you can. In fact, The Parris Group encourages everyone to visit www.nupn.com to find out if there are other
unclaimed assets in their name. However, please note that the research conducted by The Parris Group is very extensive and the
assets The Parris Group accesses will not be found on any Federal or State database or website.

Q.

How do I know you are a legitimate and legal business?

A.
We are a legitimate and legal business and recommend you contact the City of Virginia Beach, Virginia by telephone at (757)
385-4515 or by email business@vbgov.com to check on our business license. You may also contact the Virginia State Corporation
Commission by telephone (804) 371-9733 or toll free at (866) 722-2551 for proof that we are a lawful and legitimate firm. Our Parent
Company is Pamela A. Parris, LLC which was established in May 2006.
Pamela A. Parris is a registered Private Investigator (Registration No. 99-304100) with the Department of Criminal Justice Service
(DCJS) in the State of Virginia. You are encouraged to contact DCJS at (804) 786-4000 for verification of her licensing, and you can
visit our website at www.theparrisgroup.org to learn more about The Parris Group and for further professional credentialing.

Ifyou have any questions or concerns that are not given in this brochure,
please contact us at (757) 775-1093
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